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Blue mages learn skills from beasts. This is the story of one fortunate enough to be taken in by

dragons.This is a sequel to The Blue Mage Raised by Dragons.



The Kingdom Treylon Burks, The Kingdom nfl giants

The Kingdom Razed by Dragons (The Blue Mage Raised by Dragons Book 2), A Demon and a

Dragon (The Blue Mage Raised by Dragons Book 3)

J~, “Fantastic book....slightly better title than the last one.. I liked the first book so much that I

was worried after feeling so much excitement when I saw this released that it would be a let

down as so many second books are but, this was a fantastic follow up to the first book! The

author has improved since the first book and this story felt less random than the last one

although the overall storyline still lacks a McGuffin; not that these stories really need one and if

a larger plot line develops I can only hope that it does not detract from the hilarity of Vur and

Co. being themselves.This book follows Vur, Tafel, Grimmy, Lindyss along with several other

familiar faces and a few new characters as they, through a "Who's on first" worthy comedy of

errors and fantastic circumstance, takeover a new continent. Vur is again hilariously absurd in

that same endearing way he was in the first book, Tafel continues her quest to become strong

enough to beat Vur in a fight; delightfully unsuccessful in her attempt despite being imprinted

by a phoenix. Grimmy manages to finish an "epic" quest and subdue his insane mother in law

without doing a thing in fantastic Grimmy style.The only thing that would have made this book

better IMO would have been if Vur and Tafel had had more scenes together, they get separated

into their own story lines relatively early. The author continued to throw in random bits of

LitRPG references that still feel unnecessary but not quite as out of place as they did in the first

book. Another reviewer described this book as "final fantasy 1 through 4 shove it all into a tin

shaker with the basic fantasy tropes and gene wilder movie antics and shake vigorously" it is

an apt description. The humor in this book is ham-fisted and obvious but done so well I was

once again laughing out loud.If you haven't read "The Blue Mage Raised by Dragons" yet go

buy it and read it now, if you have read it and did not immediately buy and read this one; stop

hesitating and jump on in you won't be disappointed”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A for absurd. The plot: a for absurdThe characters: a for absurdThe

action: a for absurdThe magic system: a for absurd.The ____: a for absurd.Very minor spoilers

past this pointBasically this whole series runs on absurdity, the plot is ridiculously on the face

of it, the main character is laughably overpowered, his "aunt" is simultaneously evil and

good(and massively powerful), the villains are overblown, the heroes are so heroic they are

evil.Etc etc, most of what you can say about the series would in other curcumstance be all the

hallmarks of terrible writing.Except that it all works, I laughed audibly more than a few times, I

nearly cried at least once. I couldn't put the book down. I read the sappy absurd romance with

a straight face, and enjoyed that too.This series starts good, and when you finally abandon all

your ideas of what it should be and just start accepting it for what it is it, it turns from good to

fantastic.”

Tiamata Eclipse, “This is amazing. It's difficult to describe why this book is so amazing.How do

you write a book when your characters are all OP from the get go?There's no easy way to go

about it; a lot of series just write stronger and stronger characters like DBZ, which gets old

really fast. Or a lot of novels just have lots of OP battles where the OP character owns every

opponents continously. That's also very boring. Or a lot of novels have characters who hang

around exploring the world with very weak characters; this too gets old.But this is a slice of life



novel with all your typical fantasy elements and cool battles and interesting characters. And of

course non-stop hilarity. It manages to write a highly entertaining novel where the protagonist

and all his friends are OP by writing about constant interesting juxapositions and adding new

and interesting ideas constantly.”

Bethany Tomerlin Prince, “This Book Gave Us More Mr. Skelly!!!!. Mr. Skelly and his undead

army was definitely one of the highlights of this book for me.Mr. Skelly, and mistress and thier

religion satisfied my absurbist sense of humor prefectly.Lola and thinking about the romantic

plights of Dragons was also fun.The beserk librarian was a fun character to interact with

Toffel.And Ver got his wings and scales like a true dragon”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fun, light and frothy. Take final fantasy 1 through 4 shove it all into a tin

shaker with the basic fantasy tropes and gene wilder movie antics and shake vigorously. Pour

out into a tall glass and garnish with family sitcom antics and serve with smiles an happiness.If

you like movies like history of the work part 2, blazing saddles, or space balls but ever

wondered what they would be like in an old school final fantasy setting you have finally found

your answer.”

Rena, “Ridiculous, and Hilarious - Highly Recommended. This is the second book in the series.

My son and I are in the middle of reading it right now, but we're finding it equally as ridiculous,

hilarious, and all around fun as the first book. This is absolutely my favorite out of new series

I've found in the last several years. If you like dragons, and have ever played RPG's, either as a

video game or a table top, you'll probably find the story of these massively overpowered

characters highly entertaining.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Blue mage. I thoroughly loved reading both books in this series!!!! I really

hope there will be more adventures for Vur in the future. I would love to ride along on Vur to the

next great adventure.....You know for kicks and giggles. So let's go find Mom and Dad!!!! I

would recommend this series to anyone that has a morbid sense of humor and enjoys an

awesome tale”

Alice, “If you liked the first book you'll love this one!!. Wow, I absolutely loved it, the author

definitely created a vast world that is in of itself magnificent and although you expect the

second book to be slightly lacking compared to the first it was not. The author maintained a

great plot while still injecting his style of humor that made the book enjoyable to the end. If you

enjoyed the first book, then you will definitely enjoy the second.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent addition to the trilogy. I greatly enjoyed reading this book,

definitely made me chuckle more than once, and was well worth the read honestly looking

forward to the next one.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Hilarious. Honestly one of the best books I've read since the last one, the

story knows how to not take itself too seriously and this book made me laugh at some very

inopportune times. If I could give it an extra star I would. Although the author really needs to

work on the blurbs, I would have read this series ages ago if I wasn't put off by the lack of

information going in.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Loved both book, hoping for more.”



Jason, “So it continues.. The second book in this series has a much more casual plot than the

first, with much of the same sort of overpowered antics as the first. A decent amount of humor

and a lot of new introductions.If you enjoy casual fun stories then this is one of those.”

Soeinerda, “Nice. I Just really Love the Humor und the Things they so. I Had to laugh quite a

few times. Nice”

The book by Virlyce has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 218 people have provided feedback.
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